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Typed Post Search 

Network Experiments

Q&A



Typed post search were 
until recently very rare in 
Facebook



During 2015 and 2016 we launched marketing initiatives 
to increase ‘Post Search’ awareness and ‘Typed Trials’

2016 Q1

Test & 
measurement

Q3 Q4

Experimentation 
at low scale:

- Rapid A|B test

- Analysis of Ad 
effectiveness

Larger scale 
tests:

- Larger Lift 
studies

- In product 
experiences

Modeling

Q2

Deployment

2015



Ad Effectiveness declines rapidly if users are using 
search

Ad is very 
effective at 

driving initial 
usage

Ad has no effect on 
users already 

performing searches 



We refined the lifecycle funnel

8 or more TPS in 28 days

Never performed a 

typed post search 

(TPS)

1 to 3 TPS in 28 days

4 to 7 TPS in 28 days

AWARENESS

CONSIDERATION

TRIAL

RETAINED



We tried a Predictive Model

SplitData Ingestion Fit Model

Split randomly in Train and 

Validation sets.

User level data, including 

labels and attributes.

Import a list, a SQL query  

or proprietary data set.

Apply trained model to 

Validation set and compute 

metrics: ROC, precision 

and recall, esoteric stats



Sometimes the attribute set is not predictive, but is ready to be used

Distribution on Attribute Set 1: based on page interests



Reliability curve

We moved to  a custom set of attriutes

Random Forest and 
Logit Regression 

perform best 



Attributes included learnings from prior campaigns

Distribution on Attribute Set 2: custom attributes



“ It’s important that several 
attributes are tried, and 
the model gets refined 

over time.
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Typed Post Search 
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Q&A



Ad Campaigns

Women in India feel it is 

unsafe to post their 

photos on Facebook

Goal: Make women in India feel safer 

posting their photos on Facebook by 

educating them on how they can stay 

in control of their photos



First Campaign

• Educational campaign

– A campaign is set up with a target audience and a small holdout (or control) group.

– Target is established by basic demographic segmentation or by using models such as lookalike or clustering 

models

– Usually Ads do not get “shared” very much

– Therefore we would not be expecting to have any meaningful ”network effect” to influence 
an experiment we were running.

– However, re-sharing activity caused many people in the control group to be exposed to the ad 

making the experiment invalid (~50% of control)

– The ad indexer rank higher ads with more “likes” and “shares”, increasing its reach.



Cohort Analysis

• Not ideal, but the best we could do

• Because of network effects in the campaign in India the team had to perform cohort analysis on the key product 
metrics and sentiment, that isolated the “clean” holdout group.

• However, another consequence of these network effects was that the 50% exposed-holdout was also the half 
that was naturally more active; therefore the comparison to the clean-holdout exaggerated the deltas.

• The dirty holdout is by nature an active group (since they are the ones that saw it organically). By removing this 
group from the holdout and comparing only clean holdout to exposed, we are comparing a naturally less active 
group to a mix of inactive and active. 

• This bias is shown in the next slide



Cohort Bias  - Ad exposed and Non Exposed



Network Partition

- Algorithm to partition the networks: (Examples for large graphs):  

- PageRank which computes a score for web pages based on links between pages. 

- Clustering to group "similar" nodes.

- At Facebook we use Giraph (Apache Giraph is an iterative graph processing framework, built on top of Apache Hadoop  is a general 

purpose platform for large scale graph processing). 

- It scales to billions of vertices and hundreds of billions of edges. 

- Giraph’s output a set of nodes that contain users and their top friends. 

- For a network the size  of facebook’s, it is literary impossible to completely isolate a cluster of users from the rest, 
therefore a perfect holdout group is impossible, and the evaluation results will have noise.



Network Partition – old ways

- Traditionally a product change that is expected to show network effects is tested by running a quasi-experiment in 
semi isolated countries  such as New Zealand and Australia.

- These countries a good example of natural network partitions !

- There are numerous issues that could cause such a procedure to fail to estimate the effects of a product launch 
properly. 

- Our method consists of randomly assigning network clusters, sets of users that are tightly connected in the social 
graph, to experimental conditions.



Typical Social Network

Red users are heavily connected



Typical Social Network by Clusters

Red clusters are still connected, but partition minimizes network 

effects



Learnings

• Because of network effects A|B experiments are highly un-reliable .

• Network partition minimizes those effects, but the cohorts of the experiment may 
still  be highly biased (especially because of long tail distribution in pre campaign 
activity).

• Therefore rebalancing or regression techniques may be needed to further isolate 
the true effect of the treatment.



Mario A. Vinasco

Mario_Vinasco@Alumni.Stanford.edu
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Thank you !

Marketing Analytics - using predictive models in 

creative ways [Kindle Edition]

ASIN:B00CX7HN30
http://www.amazon.com/Marketing-Analytics-predictive-creative-ebook/dp/B00CX7HN30


